
Some guidelines for the moves that should be followed:  

1. All moves need to be requested 7 Business days in advance from move request date- don't 
count weekends 

2. All moves must be approved by supervisor before sending the request. The approval is not just 
about moving but being sure that the area/office you are moving to is available- Maintenance 
and I.S. are not responsible for getting the approval or making sure it has been approved. Once 
we receive the request we will assume it has been approved. 

3. If the office you are moving into has current furniture that furniture must be used, unless the 
furniture is damaged and not useable. The furniture in your "old" office will be left behind to 
accommodate someone else. This excludes personally purchased items, or items used for 
ergonomics. 

4. Desks, file cabinets, bookcases, and the like must be emptied into boxes.-Safety of the movers, 
items and equipment 

5. All small personal items must be moved by the requester such as pictures, lamps, clothes etc. 
6. Large personal items will be moved by maintenance but maintenance/Shodair is not responsible 

for lost or damaged items 
7. Be aware your requested move date may not be able to be met by maintenance or I.S. and you 

must remain flexible 
8. All moving boxes need to be closed completely, top and bottom- Safety of the movers and items 

being moved 
9. All boxes/totes must be returned to maintenance- Boxes/totes are a significant cost 
10. Anything for the move follow up, such as pictures being hung, coat hooks, or a slight tweak in 

where you want your items should be sent in as a work order. We do try complete the entire 
move at once but if we have a large amount to do we may not be able to hang items or the like 
the same day. Also it is useful for the requester to unpack and know for sure what they want 
and where. 

11. The summary portion of the move request should list all items being moved 
 
Pictures of move requests are following. 
 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 


